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‘GOVT SHOULD CONSIDER TAX REBATE FOR E-COMMERCE 

FIRMS’ 

BENGALURU: Currently, there is a lot of 

uncertainty and chaos as there is no 

immediate solution to coronavirus. A few 

policies by the government can help 

streamline things for a lot of affected 

sectors.  

About 74 per cent of India’s revenue comes 

from SMEs, dealing in both essential and 

non-essential goods. If they are not allowed 

to function, the economy will take longer to 

recover, and also result in huge 

unemployment. 

Moreover, with e-commerce becoming the 

new norm to get our supply of all products, 

the government should consider giving 

some tax rebate to e-commerce companies 

to incentivize them further. Moreover, at 

this point, if banks can offer lower interest 

rates on loans, it will help people acquire 

the much-needed working capital. Our 

request is to facilitate the poultry industry 

in terms of approval to operate farms, 

hatcheries and outlets in a seamless 

manner. Source: https://www.google.com/alerts 
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The Kwacha maintained an upward trajectory in 

yesterday’s trading session as corporate activity continue 

to hold at minimal levels. The local unit opened trading 

at K18.3000/18.3500 per dollar and shortly thereafter, 

climbed to touch a peak of K18.000/18.5000 per dollar 

before reversing to K18.1000/18.1500 per dollar, levels it 

held onto until close of trading.   Kwacha is still viewed to 

be broadly strong, more what market players assume to 

be a self-correction of the recent depreciation streak. 

Current expectation is that it will break the K18.000/$ 

level as the week winds down.  

The Banks’ aggregate current account balance decreased 

to K1,381.54 million from a previous close of K1,459.84 

million indicating a drop in market liquidity by K78.30 

million. Interbank activity also dropped to K315.00million 

from K344.68million. Central Bank was active on the 

market with K393million, injecting liquidity via open 

market operations. The cost of funds on the overnight 

interbank market rose 2 basis point to 12.62 percent. 

Starting this week, money market conditions are set to 

start tightening on account of household withdrawals to 

finance consumption expenditure. Surging prices for both 

food and non-food items as well as the need for 

stockpiling amid escalating COVID-19 cases especially in 

the country’s capital is to accelerate the pace of 

withdraw of money balances from the banking system.   

Month-end obligations by corporates are expected to 

reverse the current market tone on the foreign exchange 

market, FNB Zambia has predicted today. The Kwacha 

seems to have aligned with international markets on 

Friday as the US dollar remained king globally. 

FNB reports that the local unit’s gains from previous 

weeks are slowly being reversed as Dollar demand 

continues to tick up. The market opened at 18.55/18.60 

and rose to 18.65/18.70 as at close of business. It states 

that Coronavirus continues its ‘toxic’ run with cases in 

Zambia increasing and has continued to have a negative 

impact on businesses and the country as a whole. “As we 

start the new week, we could see a reversal of the 

current market tone as corporates settle their month-

end obligations,” FNB stated. 
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DOC BROILER AND PULLET 

PRICES REMAINS UNCHANNGED 

The prices of broiler day-old chicks remained stable during 

the first week of May 2020. The prices still average ZMK 5.90 

per day old chick same price as obtained the past one week. The 

lowest chick on the market is still trading at ZMK5.0 and the 

highest is now ZMK6.50 per day old chicks, depending on 

location. However, there were equally no movements on the 

prices of pullets on the market which are also averaging 

ZMK12.2 per day old pullet, with the highest being ZMK14.900 

and the lowest is still selling at ZMK9.5 per day old chick. The 

price for SASSOL being supplied by Heartland Best from 

Livingstone is going at ZMK 5.5 per DOC. The price for the 

improved free-range such as Black Austrolopes, Bushvelds and 

Kroilers ranging between ZMK 12 to zmk25 depending on the 

size. The graph captures the national average price trend for the 

day-old broiler chicks. For the pullets, most of the bookings are 

open between May and May 2020 depending on the volumes 

and source. Check Figure 2 for the price trend, curtesy of PAZ 

 
 

The prices for the frozen chicken remained unchanged for the 

first week of May 2020. The average price for the whole frozen 

chicken in Lusaka traded at about ZMK 30.43 per kg for the past 

one week. The lowest price in some chainstores is still trading at 

ZMK28 per kg while the highest is trading at ZMK31.99 per kg. 

The chicken sizes are ranging between 1.3kg to 1.7kg in different 

stores. Please note that the prices are obtained from Pick n Pay, 

Shoprite, Zambeef, Melisa Supermarket, Chopies and Cheers 

Stores. Different outlets have different pricing models hence the 

figures displayed is an average price for all the sampled 

chainstores. It should also be noted that these are Lusaka prices 

only. For the price trend, check figure3 

 

 

The national average prices for the live broiler chickens 

remained unchanged in the open markets for the first 

week of May 2020. There were equally no major 

movements on prices for the x-layers as well as the free-

range chickens. The national live broiler bird prices 

averaged ZMK57.33 with the lowest price being Lusaka 

posting ZMK 50 per Live Chicken and the highest being 

ZMK65. The x-layers have also averaged ZMK 40 per bird, 

with lowest being ZMK 35 and highest being ZMK 45 in 

some districts. Check figure 4 on the next page. 

PRICE FOR POINT OF LAY REMAIN UNCHANGED 

The prices for the Point of Lay registered no movements during the first week of 

May 2020. The average price is still ranging between ZMK95 to ZMK98 per bird 

depending on the supplier and the volume. There are fewer birds on the market as 

most supply is scheduled for June and August. However, there are a fewer bird for 

May and June available for booking  

For the beginners who are interested in getting battery cages, cage prices have 

been hiked now ranges between ZMK4,810 to ZMK8, 000 depending on the 

capacity and also the sources of the cages. Quails cages, Rabbit Cages as well as 

second hand layers cages are all available on the market with differing prices 

depending on the source and location. Limited quantities of Point of lay are 

available on the market. 

 

LIVE CHICKEN PRICES REMAINS UNCHANNGED 

 

WHOLE DRESSED CHICKEN PRICES 

REMAINS UNCHANGED 
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The egg prices in the domestic market remained unchanged 

during the first week of May 2020. The retail prices in open 

markets ranges between ZMK29 to ZMK33. Most farm gate 

prices average ZMK 29 per tray. Further, retail prices in some 

Chain stores remained unchanged, the prices averaged 

between ZMK40 to ZMK43.99 per tray of 30 eggs depending 

on the supplier and packaging. The weakening local currency, 

inadequate increase in the prices of feed is having a greater 

impact on the profit margins for the farmers as the traders 

tend to take up much of the profits from the commodity. For 

the price trend, refer to figure 5 

 

 

The national average prices for the poultry feed registered 

some downward price movements for the second week 

running. Broiler starter is now trading at ZMK 379.33  per 

50kg bag same as the price from ZMK 385 obtained last. 

Broiler Grower Averages ZMK358.62 from 363 per 50 kg 

bag obtained week. Broiler finisher also averages ZMK347.13 

down from ZMK352 per 50kg bag  obtained first week. In 

the same vain, there were equally about 25 price reduction 

on the Layer feed. The prices ranges from ZMK318.33 for 

pullet starter, ZMk282.53 for  pullet grower, ZMk 252.53 

for pullet developer and ZMK279.64 for layers mash. For 

those compunding their ownfeed, ingredients prices have 

been stable  as outlined in the graphs from 6 to 9 below: 

 

 

 

 

 

NATIONAL EGG PRICES REMAINS 

FLAT 
 

FEED PRICES REGISTERS MINOR 

MOVEMENTS 
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SPONSORS OF POULTRY  
NEWS 

This poultry news has been sponsored by 

ZAMHATCH, TIGER CHICKS, NATIONAL 

MILLING, HYBRID POULTRY FARM ZAMBIA 

LIMITED,EGG TECH INCUBATORS, BUPO 

ANIMAL HEALTH AND BIMEDA 

WOULD LIKE TO PARTNER? 

The requirement for this sponsorship is ZMK 

12,000 per year. The sponsor will have a free space 

to advertise on this poultry news every week for 52 

weeks in a year. Advertising space is also available 

on our website. For terms and conditions please 

contact the Secretariat on 0211 256354.  PLEASE 

NOTE ALSO THAT WE CAN RUN ANY ADVERT 

BASED ON YOUR SPECIFICATION AND TIMING. 

 
POULTRY ASSOCIATION OF 

ZAMBIA MEMBERSHIP 
Are you an active poultry farmer and a registered 
member of the Poultry Association of Zambia? If 
not please visit PAZ Secretariat in the 
showgrounds, ZNFU Stand just by the roundabout. 
Registration is free and make sure you obtain a 
membership card, and ensure that you come with 
a receipt of day-old chick’s purchase to be 
registered. So, the only requirement is a receipt 
showing you purchased day old chicks from PAZ 
affiliated Hatchery 

 

 

 

 


